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From:  GARY NORTHINGTON 

Date:  9/11/2021 4:47:56 PM 

To:  Rudy Davis 

 

Attachments:   

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT #24; DESPOTISM & PEDOPHILIA (11 SEP 2021): 

 

A. A DESPOT SPYING ON CITIZENS 

 

*** During the 2020 election campaign, Joe BIDEN said the PROOF OF A DESPOT IS a President RULING 

BY EXECUTIVE ORDER, as a clandestine message TO other COMMUNISTS throughout the world. On his 

first day as President, Joe BIDEN viciously began a hateful campaign of ruling by EXECUTIVE ORDER with 

CLOSING down the KEYSTONE PIPELINE and OPENING up the SOUTHERN BORDER to DRUG CARTELS and 

CRIMINAL GANGS, then in MARCH through SEPTEMBER 2021 funding illegal immigration in Presidential 

Determinations and undue manipulations. In one day he signed 15 Executive Orders. On 10 SEPTEMBER 

2021, BIDEN signed Executive Orders MANDATING all businesses over 100 workers to have their 

employees vaccinated or fired in OCTOBER 2021, which violates State rights protected by the Tenth 

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. UNCLE JOE (as Soviets called STALIN) had bragged of his intent to 

be a DESPOT. 

 

*** PROOF OF A DESPOT is the country's EXECUTIVE OFFICER (President) SPYING ON the press that he 

considers OPPOSITION. In JULY 2021, the BIDEN NSA was caught SPYING ON Conservative Talk Show 

Host TUCKER CARLSON. The NSA unlawfully unmasked Tucker and leaked an email of his to leftist news 

media with intent to falsely defame Tucker as a RUSSIAN Agent. This is much like the fake "RUSSIAN 

COLLUSION" Impeachment of President Donald TRUMP and prosecution of General Mike Flynn which 

was initiated by the then Vice President Joe BIDEN during a 05 JANUARY 2017 Whitehouse meeting with 

the then President OBAMA and NSA Director Susan RICE. Tucker's TV show had attempted to get a TV 

interview with Vladimir PUTIN (Tucker Carlson Tonight, 28-29 JUN 2021) which was no different than 

past interviews done by ABC, CBS, CNN and NBC. BIDEN Press Secretary Jen PSAKI answered a question 

on this spying with, "The NSA MONITORS FOREIGN THREATS SO ASK THEM", which implied Tucker 

Carlson was a foreign threat. NSA Director General PAUL NAKASONE said, "TUCKER CARLSON HAS 

NEVER BEEN AN INTELLIGENCE THREAT OF THE NSA" but never answered the question on "foreign 

threat". PSAKI and NSA NEVER DENIED MONITORING TUCKER but AVOIDED FACTS (TCT on FOX, 30 JUN 

2021). Tucker confronted this by calling out the MARXIST SUBVERSIVES for what they are rather letting 

them hide under fake names such as DEMOCRAT, Progressive (which describes a MARXIST tactic) or 

OFFICE OF the PRESIDENT. This spying has all the "fingerprints" of known past actions of Uncle Joe 

BIDEN. 
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B. MOLECH DOES IT FOR THE CHILDREN 

 

*** One must understand the language and mindset of what DEMONRATS really mean when they say 

they do things "FOR THE CHILDREN". What they intend is an ABOMINATION to the Lord. LEVITICUS 20:2; 

JUDGES 10:6-10; I KINGS 11:6, 33. Followers of MOLECH sacrifice children because their idealogy falsely 

says it gives them power. LEVITICUS 18:21; ISAIAH 57:5. 

 

*** In 1993, the then U.S. Attorney General Janet RENO repeatedly said on TV she burned down the 

Branch Dividian Church at WACO, Texas because she "did it for the children", who were likely children 

sacrificed in the church fire. In 1995, the then President Bill Clinton had a sexual relationship with a 

teenager in the Oval Office and was for years thereafter manifested on many of the late Jeffrey Epstein's 

"Lolita Flights" with adolescent girls. 

 

*** During the OBAMA Administration, Barack H OBAMA said the ISIS Caliphate was "J-V" (Junior 

Varsity) and withdrew U.S. troops from Iraq which let ISIS carry out a terrorist plan of displacing and 

murdering more than 1-million Syrian-Yziti citizens. ISIS then kidnapped tens of thousands of Yziti girls 

for sex slaves of ISIS terrorists. OBAMA went on a golfing vacation while the Yziti children were sacrificed 

and enslaved by ISIS because that was his game plan. 

 

*** U.S. Representative Nancy PELOSI constantly says she pushes legislation "for the children", often 

with "FOR THE CHILDREN" banners behind her during speeches. PELOSI recently said the OPEN Southern 

U.S. BORDER, created by Executive Order of Joe BIDEN, was "FOR THE CHILDREN". 

 

*** This child abuse continues with the cold-hearted BIDEN Administration: Uncle Joe bragged during 

the 2020 election campaign of children "running their hands over the blonde hairs" on his legs which 

indicated pedophiliac behavior that BIDEN broadcasted to pedophiles who might vote. After BIDEN 

opened the border, Mexican cartels began bringing children into the United States where they are 

enslaved for sex, drug running and to make child SNUFF MOVIES. Months later, BIDEN negotiated with 

the TALIBAN to let them take over the government of Afghanistan (transcript) after which the TALIBAN 

began kidnapping adolescent girls for sex slaves of TALIBAN soldiers. Since taking office BIDEN has 

supported terrorism, pedophilia and destroying the minds of children, while attempting to destroy the 

middle-class that is against such crimes. 

 

*** There obviously is a common thread in the ideology and methods of Joe BIDEN, other DEMONRATS, 

the criminal cartels of Mexico whose patron saint is Muerta (St. Death) and the TALIBAN. 
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C. PREMEDITATED FALL OF THE AFGHAN ARMY 

 

*** Turning Afghanistan over to the TALIBAN was a premeditated act of Uncle Joe. Around 05 JULY 

2021, BIDEN pulled-out our FIGHTER Aircraft SUPPORT, CONTRACTORS and INTELLIGENCE UNIT that 

provided assistance and guidance to the Afghan Army, effectively leaving them blind and not knowing 

what the TALIBAN were doing (in emails). BIDEN knew the Afghan Army would collapse but lied to We 

the People on TV (in emails). BIDEN'S Secretary of State BLINKEN now says TALIBAN terrorists are our 

friends (CNN); another lie. 

 

*** We THE PEOPLE should wake-up before the Psychopath-in-Chief comes knocking at their door. 

 

----- 

Dear Rudy: 

*** It seems an Antichrist BEAST incarnate admitted being in office in a 10 SEP 2021 speech on 

mandates. Rev. 13:17 may be soon. Ps. 105:15. 

Gary 


